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Abstract—Reinforced concrete crash barriers used in road traffic must meet a number of criteria. Crash barriers are laid lengthwise, one behind another, and joined using specially designed steel locks. While developing BSV reinforced concrete crash barriers (type ŽPSV), experiments and calculations aimed to optimize the shape of a newly designed lock and the reinforcement quantity and distribution in a crash barrier were carried out. The tension carrying capacity of two parallelly joined locks was solved experimentally. Based on the performed experiments, adjustments of nonlinear properties of steel were performed in the calculations. The obtained results served as a basis to optimize the lock design using a computational model that takes into account the plastic behaviour of steel and the influence of the surrounding concrete [6]. The response to the vehicle impact has been analyzed using a specially elaborated complex computational model, comprising both the nonlinear model of the damping wall or crash barrier and the detailed model of the vehicle [7].
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the frame of activities carried out in order to enhance the safety of the road traffic, properly designed protective restraint systems are installed on roads. The restraints should reduce the consequences of a considerable number of road accidents. The restraints are installed either along road shoulders or along middle lines of road separator strips. The main purpose of the restraint is to keep the motion of the out-of-control vehicle within the roadway area, providing simultaneously a reasonable safety for passengers in the vehicle as well that for other involved road users. For the design of restraint systems installed on roads in Czech Republic, the respective authorities adopt harmonized European standards and national technical regulations. Consequently, a restraint system assigned for a specified type of road and design speeds of admissible vehicles should be designed so as to comply with the set of requirements defining a certain restraint function class.

It was performed experimental solution the tension carrying capacity of the steel lock of concrete crash barrier. Based on the performed experiments it was prepared nonlinear numerical model which was used to optimizing the lock structure design. The static test was analyzed using ANSYS program system. After design the structure it was realized full scale crash test of road retaining system using small and very heavy vehicle. Consequently these tests were filled in nonlinear dynamic analysis of impact to road restraint system using LS-DYNA program.

II. STATIC ANALYSIS OF STEEL LOCK OF CRASH BARRIER

The steel lock in a double sided concrete crash barrier is made up from two C shape profiles which are obtained from pipes and 13 profiled steel plates are welded to a C shape profile. A pair of reinforced rods with is welded to every other profiled plate. The cross- section of the connection of crash barriers is “glasses- shaped” and is created by welding two pipes and a plate. The carrying capacity in tension of the lock was assumed to exceed 700kN. In order to perform the carrying capacity test, the lock was assembled using two interconnected parts of the steel lock structure. Two metre long reinforced rods go through holes in the HE 400 B beam. At the ends of the reinforced rods, fillet welds are used to attach the reinforced rods to a steel rod of a full cross-section. The experiment was performed in a horizontal position. Force effects applied on the lock structure were provoked using two parallel connected pressure hydraulic cylinders which were leaned between the steel beams and HE 400 B beams. Resistance tensiometers were attached to the lock structure in five places.

In accordance with the design documentation, a 3D computational test model was created. The model was assembled in the ANSYS program system using exclusively 3D finite elements.

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The measurement showed that the lock failure occurred under the loading of 1.28 MN. The failure occurred in the lower part of the lock, in the first profiled plate. In this area, a permanent widening of the pipe and a deformation of the profiled plate occurred. In other parts, permanent deformations practically disappeared after the experiment came to an end. As in the other part of the lock the permanent deformations reached only 0.5 mm and given the character of the failure, it is possible to presume that the lock can bear a higher loading. The premature failure in one part of the lock can be attributed to an imperfect weld connecting the pipe and the profiled plate.
By calculation, a displacement field, a strain field and a stress field for the values of loading of up to 2 MN were obtained. In the first case, the evaluation was carried out only for the levels of loading of 1.275 MN and 1.300 MN. In the other case of loading, a final case after unloading from 1.275 MN was analyzed.

The results obtained by calculation correspond well with the values obtained experimentally. The character of loading and deformations is similar. For nonlinear calculations, bilinear properties of the material based on the mean values of the yield strength and ultimate strength - taking into account ductility - were used. In order to increase the accuracy of the analysis, it would be necessary to perform the tension tests of steel for the lock parts.

The aim of the calculation was not to reach a perfect correspondence with the experiment. The calculation was carried out in order to verify the used material properties and to show that the calculation can fully substitute the experiment.

IV. FULL SCALE TEST OF BARRIER

After final design of barrier structure it was prepared full scale test according European standards and specific regulation. Full scale test included the impact of light motorcar and height truck to the crash barrier.

The first was an impact of light motorcar with the mass of 900 kg has been selected. The impact of the vehicle on the road restraint system at the speed of 105 km.h\(^{-1}\) under the angle of 30deg has been analyzed.

For the second test of impact to the restraint system was carried out by 30 ton height truck. The speed of the truck was 70 km.h\(^{-1}\). Restraint system after impact avoided of leaving the truck from roadway and the system was not broken as well.

V. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF IMPACT LIGHT MOTOCAR TO THE CRASH BARRIER

The dynamic analysis of impact light motorcar to the crash barrier was using LS-DYNE code was prepared as well. It was prepared the computation model assumes the interaction between the motorcar and crash barrier. Non-linear material properties have been considered for concrete and steel. Deformation behavior of steel has been described assuming bilinear kinematic hardening. This concerns structural elements such as block locking pieces and reinforcing steel bars in blocks. The deformation properties of the concrete of anchoring blocks have been described using a special model developed for the analysis of reinforced concrete crash barriers [1]. The computation model of the vehicle used in the
crash test simulation has been selected from the vehicle database [3]. The complete computation model of the analyzed system is shown in Fig. 6, 7 and 8. The concrete blocks freely supported on a horizontal plane. Horizontal displacements of blocks are modeled assuming contacts with friction.

The concrete blocks freely supported on a horizontal plane. Horizontal displacements of blocks are modeled assuming contacts with friction.

The impact of the vehicle on the road restraint system at the speed of 105 km.h\(^{-1}\) under the angle of 30\(^{\circ}\) has been analyzed by computer simulation. At the instant of impact, the vehicle contacted the middle of the third anchoring block. The fields of displacements, deformations and stresses of modeled structures have been computed at discrete time instants. Detailed stress analysis of structural elements of joints has been performed. The analysis has shown that the designed structure remains stable during and after the vehicle crash. Maximum stresses appear in block locking piece elements. Another exposed piece is the connection between steel elements of columns and steel elements anchored in concrete. The example of structure crash barriers displacements is displayed on Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 and the field of stresses is observed in steel structural elements is displayed in fig. 11.
VI. CONCLUSION

The impact of a light motorcar on the designed mobile antinoise wall has been analyzed. An advanced detailed nonlinear computation model of the mobile antinoise wall has been used. The computation model of the motorcar has been selected from the database of test vehicle models. The analysis has been carried out using a specially developed procedure. The LS-DYNA program package has been applied. The performed computations comply with the technical regulations TP 159 of the Czech Ministry of Transport as well as with the valid design standards. Fulfilling certain specified criteria, the computer analysis substitutes the actual impact test of the vehicle into the restraint system. Following results of computations, construction details of the mobile noise damping wall structure have been properly modified.
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